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About This Game

Experience flying the amazing Ekranoplan! The largest and greatest secret aircraft designed during the Soviet cold-war era!

You are in charge of the day to day running of the Ekranoplan program. Manage resources and staff to keep your craft
operational. When a mission arrives from on high you must be ready to face the challenge and pilot your Ekranoplan / command

the crew to a successful and glorious outcome!
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More than a simulator. Besides flying 12 different Ekranoplans, you will manage your fleet and resources. This is vital if you
are going to successfully complete the dangerous missions that lie in front of you. Missions include transporting important, and

sometimes hazardous materials great distances, dealing with nuclear test missions, solving emergencies, handling rescue
situations and more!

Prevent the enemy from sabotaging your mission and earn more prestige with the Soviet Army to obtain extra vehicles,
resources, weapons and the ultimate accolade: The Lenin Star!

Featuring

12 different craft

Ekranoplan handling faithfully simulated

Exciting and realistic missions

Manage crew and equipment

Medals and experience system

Enemy interaction

Exciting action visuals

Available in several languages including English, Russian and Italian
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Title: Soviet Monsters: Ekranoplans
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
santasco.com
Publisher:
IV Productions
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Italian,Russian
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Slow as slow can be, However its a damn good title especially considering the price point. Story wont blow anyone away but
enjoyed all the same. Great new dilemas. Smart Meters are recommended ASAP!. great puzzle game of a kind i usually play to
spend some time thinking.
there are a lot of similar games for mobile platforms, that are connected to accelerometer, in this one made for pc there are no
accelerometer and you operate with keyboard buttons, but its fun to play - game's pretty simple, the ball does not have any
peculiar abilities, you roll and gather burning totem images, however, you are given different beautifully visualized levels,
environments - they are so beautiful the game requires nearly 5gb to download - but who cares in 21st century, the age of
broadband connections and big harddrives :)))
games pretty cheap, has gaming cards you can sell, so why don't buy it?
i recommend for anyone who loves puzzle games of this kind.. Great puzzle game with good mechanics and UI.
Best one i have come across of its type up to now.

Easy to use editor to make own levels for others to play and share.
I do not use VR and it plays great without.. Even though there is no nude patch, all the girls are worth it and are some nice eye
candy. Interesting gameplay and worth some hours of entretainment.. I normally don't write negative reviews, but as a massive
fan of the original I just couldn\u2019t help myself as it doesn\u2019t do it justice. This isn\u2019t just because of a lack of
nostalgia for a classic, this is a game that does not stand up on its own. Average graphics, clunky game play and overall generic
sci-fi tone is a big step backwards from the original and so many other games that do it better.

I really wish developers and publishers wouldn\u2019t piggy back off of other great titles names. But if you want a unique
experience that set a standard for a lot of games today, check out the original.

Small shout out too needing U-play as always :(
. This game has everything you could want in a next gen cutting edge graphix xcorex duck game!!!!!!!!!!!. This game would be
amazing if there was a way to mute the looped music and sound effects.
Cannot recommend until this is fixed.
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Got this and was actually surprised how much fun it is. Though it is what you would expect out of a $.99 game, after about 2
hours you have done all the achievements and the game is done, or is it?. SImply yet addictive game. Just run into enemies to
attack them or use any of the four skills you have in your arsenal. The story is pretty solid about a girl looking for her lost sister.
This game have about 3 endings,. my mom really loves this freaking game.

301 hours played as of 10\/29\/15. STOOOOOP!!!! (\u00b0\u30ed\u00b0 ). Game crashes on launch for many users (nearly all
of the forum posts are about this issue). Would like to give it a proper review when this is fixed, but be warned that there's a
good chance you won't even be able to play the game after purchase.. Personally, I enjoyed this visual novel. I bought it despite
some of the bad reviews, as it was cheap, and was pleasantly surprised.
The writing does lean towards excess, and could do with some editing - for example, a lengthy description of Kira's appearance
is not necessary, as we see her sprite and already know about her apple-green eyes.
I loved the odd sense of place this game had. It felt somewhat familiar, yet alien. I also liked the way the story emerged as a
series of vignettes - again though, there are some loose ends and the transitions in some places were a bit confusing. In one
instance, art appears before the writing has caught up, leaving me confused as to why the protagonist was talking about Kira
walking away when the art shows her smiling with a fishing net.
I liked the ending, but the lengthy explanation Kira gives felt a tad clumsy. I also disliked how every ending has Kira deciding to
be good, either before or after she murders the protagonist

The game is very short, it took me under an hour to 100% it.

All in all, this is just what I think. The bad reviews raise good points, but for me the good outweighed the bad in the end.. Every
level is in exercise in a game of "Where exactly is my hitbox?". my favorite character
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